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Extreme Notes Inside Cover
Imprint on the inside cover is not available
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Note Pad Here

Final Size

Fold Lines

Made with ultra-strong Dura-Hold Paper and Adhesive
Use Indoor/Outdoor — Water resistant
• Apply to any surface to hold in wet conditions
• Bleed-through resistant
• Maintains adhesion in Hot/Cold - Holds 0°-120°F
• Sticks to tough surfaces & in tough conditions

HACCP Certified
*Not recommended for use on paper

This text is pre-printed on the inside of the cover.

Restrictions
• No printing on Extreme Notes sheets.
• Post-it® Extreme Notes logo is pre-printed on inside cover.
• No imprint on the inside of Extreme Notes cover.
• Convert all imprint colors to CMYK (no spot or RGB colors).
• Bleeds should fill minimum bleed margins.

Please be sure to note on order which pad color you would like

Approximate final size: 3.125"W x 8.5313"H
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